DRAM caches have emerged as an efficient new layer in the memory hierarchy to address the increasing diversity of memory components. When a small amount of fast memory is combined with slow but large memory, the cache-based organization of the fast memory can provide a SW-transparent solution for the hybrid memory systems. In such DRAM cache designs, their effectiveness is affected by the bandwidth and latency of both fast and slow memory. To quantitatively assess the effect of memory configurations and application patterns on the DRAM cache designs, this article first investigates how three prior approaches perform with six hybrid memory scenarios. From the investigation, we observe no single DRAM cache organization always outperforms the other organizations across the diverse hybrid memory configurations and memory access patterns. Based on this observation, this article proposes a reconfigurable DRAM cache design that can adapt to different hybrid memory combinations and workload patterns. Unlike the fixed tag and data arrays of conventional on-chip SRAM caches, this study advocates to exploit the flexibility of DRAM caches, which can store tags and data to DRAM in any arbitrary way. Using a sample-based mechanism, the proposed DRAM cache controller dynamically finds the best organization from three candidates and applies the best one by reconfiguring the tags and data layout in the DRAM cache. Our evaluation shows that the proposed morphable DRAM cache can outperform the fixed DRAM configurations across six hybrid memory configurations.
To exploit the flexibility of DRAM cache configuration, this article proposes a new Morphable DRAM Cache (MDC) design. The MDC design reconfigures the tag and data organizations to minimize the memory access time, considering the characteristics of fast and slow memory components in addition to the application behaviors. A key mechanism to support the reconfigurability is the identification of the best DRAM cache organization. This study uses three organizations as candidate cache organizations. Each configuration has different associativities or block sizes. A small subset of DRAM rows are fixed to each candidate design, and their effectiveness is measured online. One important technique for the sampling mechanism is to isolate the bandwidth effect of sampled sets from the rest of sets, as the bandwidth of DRAM cache is a critical factor selecting the best design.
To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first study to propose a morphable organization for DRAM caches, exploiting its flexibility. Our simulation-based evaluation shows that the dynamic reconfiguration can find the best DRAM configuration for a given hybrid memory system and workload. MDC can outperform three fixed DRAM cache organizations by 16.7%, 20.2%, and 29.8%.
The key contributions of the article are as follows:
-It reports that the best DRAM cache design can be affected by the application behaviors and hybrid memory characteristics. -It proposes the first reconfigurable DRAM cache design, which can adapt to the memory characteristics and application behaviors. -It provides an efficient sample-based selection and reconfiguration mechanism for the morphable DRAM cache. Its support for bandwidth isolation is critical for accurate decision.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background in the prior DRAM cache designs and the hybrid memory configurations this article explores. Section 3 presents the tradeoffs in the prior DRAM cache designs with diverse hybrid memory configurations. Section 4 presents the architecture of the morphable DRAM cache with its selection and reconfiguration mechanism. Section 5 presents the evaluation results. Section 6 discusses possible optimizations to this work, Section 7 presents the related work, and Section 8 concludes the article.
BACKGROUND
This section presents the prior DRAM cache organizations and their potential tradeoffs. Considering their distinct characteristics, it introduces three representative organizations we use for this article. In addition, it discusses possible hybrid memory organizations with different DRAM and NVM technologies.
DRAM Cache Organization
A key design issue with DRAM caches is the storage and management of cache tags. The most simple organization of the DRAM cache tags is to use an on-chip SRAM structure. The SRAM tag lookup allows quick checks of hits or misses in the DRAM cache with a fast SRAM access time. If the tag matches in the SRAM tag, the DRAM cache is accessed for the data block. Otherwise, the slow backing memory will be accessed. The use of SRAM tags allows low hit latencies and minimal miss penalties, as the DRAM cache is not accessed on tag misses.
However, the problem with the SRAM tag is the amount of tag space required to represent the blocks in a DRAM cache. For DRAM caches with block sizes of conventional cache blocks (i.e., 64B), the tag size would be about 96MB per GB of DRAM cache (Loh and Hill 2011) . Such a large size is prohibitive for on-chip SRAMs. For DRAM caches with a larger block size (page) of 4KB, the tag overhead is smaller, but even for the page-based DRAM caches sized to be 8GB, the tag Alloy Cache block (64B) direct mapped 1 access Access memory in parallel with cache lookup for predicted miss Unison Cache page (960B) set-associative (4-way) 1 tag + 1 data Reduce B/W with page footprint and latency with way prediction sizes range up to 48MB (Jevdjic et al. 2014 (Jevdjic et al. , 2013 , too large to be in on-chip SRAM. Therefore, a more feasible approach is to store the tags in the DRAM cache together with the actual data. Due to DRAM architecture, the placement of the tags results in different DRAM cache hit latencies. To minimize the access latency between the tag and data, the prior work places the data and the tag on the same DRAM row (Jevdjic et al. 2014; Loh and Hill 2011; Qureshi and Loh 2012) . Such placement allows the tag and data to be read without having to switch DRAM rows, which would introduce additional latencies to activate a new row. Furthermore, the size of the DRAM cache block also plays a big role in the performance of the DRAM cache. Block-sized DRAM cache proposals (Loh and Hill 2011; Qureshi and Loh 2012) aim to store the fine-grained blocks that are currently being used accurately, whereas the page sized DRAM cache proposals (Jevdjic et al. 2014) aim to provide better cache hit rates by exploiting spatial locality.
In this work, we study three representative prior approaches for different DRAM cache configurations. We chose the three studies as they were the pioneering work in DRAM cache organizations, and are competitive as of this writing. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of three DRAM cache designs. The last column of the table shows the additional optimization details employed by the designs. These optimizations are included in the evaluation of each design.
Firstly, Loh and Hill Cache (henceforth labeled LH Cache) implements a block-based DRAM cache with tags clustered in the front of a row, and the data located in the same row after the tags (Loh and Hill 2011). LH Cache supports a 29-way set-associative DRAM cache, where different sets are mapped to different DRAM rows. As the 29 tags of the same set are spread across three 64B blocks, it will require up to three DRAM accesses to check the tag, followed by a DRAM access for data if it is a hit. In addition, LH cache has MissMap to reduce the latencies for DRAM cache misses. MissMap uses a bit vector-based tracking for filtering DRAM cache tag lookups. If a miss is reported by MissMap, the processor can quickly determine to go directly to the backing memory without any DRAM cache tag lookups. Otherwise, the access goes to the DRAM cache for a tag lookup. Since the MissMap structure requires a few megabytes of storage, LH cache proposes to embed the MissMap structure in the L3 cache.
Secondly, Alloy cache is also a block-based DRAM cache where the tag and data are grouped and placed together (Qureshi and Loh 2012). The tag and the data, which are adjacently placed, are read together via a single DRAM burst operation. However, this requires an additional DRAM burst length. To provide the single burst operation, Alloy cache is designed as a direct mapped cache, which may result in increased conflict misses in the DRAM cache. In addition, Alloy cache employs a hardware-based miss predictor called MAP-I. When MAP-I predicts a DRAM cache miss, the DRAM cache and backing memory are accessed in parallel.
Finally, Unison cache is a page-based cache, which stores the tags of the same set together into a single cache block of 64B (Jevdjic et al. 2014) . This allows the cache to be set-associative, and places the tag and data on the same row to minimize the subsequent DRAM data fetching time. An 8KB DRAM row is partitioned into two sets. Each set holds four ways, and the tags of four ways are stored at the beginning of the set, followed by four 960B data blocks. The large block size (960B) of Unison can potentially increase cache hit rates, as it can prefetch data to the DRAM cache, before they are demanded by the processor. However, it can increase the memory traffic to transfer unused portions of the data between the DRAM cache and backing memory. To reduce the unnecessary memory traffic, Unison cache takes advantage of the page footprint predictor proposed by the Footprint cache (Jevdjic et al. 2013) , and loads only the predicted part of a page to the DRAM cache to reduce bandwidth consumption. To reduce hit latencies, Unison uses a way predictor. The tag and data lookups can be done concurrently if the way prediction is correct. In addition, through the footprint prediction mechanism, it can identify a page which uses only a single block. Unison does not allocate such a page in the DRAM cache to increase effective capacity, and the requested block is bypassed to the on-chip cache. However, in the evaluation of this article, the single block bypassing is not simulated.
The prior works that have been discussed are targeted for a certain combination of memory technologies incorporated into a single system. Looking forward, there are more possible combinations of memory technologies available, and different memory types result in different behaviors of the DRAM cache. We find that a single DRAM cache organization does not perform well in all the combinations of memory technologies that may be introduced into products in the near future. Furthermore, application behaviors also affect the effectiveness of each design significantly. In the following sections, we explore the effect of the prior work on the application memory patterns under different combinations of memory technologies.
Hybrid Memory Scenarios
3D stacked memory such as MCDRAM, HMC, and HBM (High Bandwidth Memory) can increase the available DRAM bandwidth significantly with vertical channels to memory banks. In addition, they can potentially reduce latencies. Oppositely to such high bandwidth and low latency memory components, new non-volatile memory technologies provide increased capacity for memory. Such a backing memory component with high capacity can accommodate ever-growing memory footprints of in-memory big data applications. A hybrid memory system with such two distinct memory technologies provides fast high bandwidth accesses for frequently accessed data, while the large capacity of the backing memory can avoid costly page faults which otherwise occur by the limited memory capacity.
In this study, the fast first level memory is organized as a DRAM cache. We consider two types of organization for the DRAM cache and second level memory. Figure 1 describes the two organizations. In the first organization (Figure 1(a) ), both fast and slow memory are connected to the CPU via separate interconnects. The DRAM cache controller resides in the CPU. In the second organization (Figure 1(b) ), a pair of fast and slow memory forms a single memory module, which is connected to the CPU via a common interconnect. The fast memory is managed transparently from the CPU with the internal cache controller. In such tiered memory organizations, fast DRAM memory functions as an internal buffer. We denote these configurations as tiered, (T). The tiered memory does not require the changes in the CPU side controller, and thus it is employed by the commercial and academic approaches to support a hybrid memory without the required CPU changes (Amidi 2016) .
Considering the diverse characteristics of DRAM and NVM technologies, we use six different hybrid memory scenarios. The list of the selected configurations is shown in Table 2 . The timing parameters used for HBM, DDR (Samsung Electronics 2017), PCM (Kannan et al. 2017) , and NAND (Cheong et al. 2018 ) are shown in Table 2 . Unlike the prior NAND flash tuned for storage, the NAND flash memory we evaluate is optimized to provide high bandwidth and low latency as the backing memory.
The fastHBM-DDR scheme is where the DRAM cache is implemented by fastHBM, and the backing memory is DDR4 memory. FastHBM is similar to the 3D stacked DRAM configuration used by many prior DRAM cache studies with the stacked DRAM as DRAM cache (Chou et al. 2014 (Chou et al. , 2015 Huang and Nagarajan 2014; Jevdjic et al. 2014 Jevdjic et al. , 2013 Jiang et al. 2010; Loh and Hill 2011; Qureshi and Loh 2012; Sim et al. 2014 ). FastHBM has a half of HBM latency and its bandwidth is doubled. FastHBM-PCM scheme uses PCM instead of DDR4 memory for the backing memory.
HBM-DDR and HBM-PCM are hybrid memory configurations using the HBM technology. The 3D stacked HBM provides a large DRAM bandwidth with eight channels, while its latency is close to those with conventional DDR memory, as the current HBM uses the same DRAM organization for each layer of the 3D stacked DRAM modules. In the two configurations, the backing memory is either the conventional DDR or the non-volatile PCM. In HBM-PCM, PCM read and write latencies are slower compared to DDR. The organization of the three memory configurations is described in Figure 1 (a).
The last two configurations, DDR-PCM and DDR-NAND, are the hybrid tiered memory design with DDR4 interface. The DDR-PCM configuration uses the conventional DDR4 memory as the fast memory and PCM as the slow memory. As represented by Figure 1(b) , the interface uses DDR4, and the DDR DRAM is used as the internal buffer for the high capacity PCM or NAND. The bandwidth of the DDR4 memory is limited to 51.2GB/s.
MOTIVATION
This section investigates the performance of three DRAM cache designs for various workloads on the six hybrid memory scenarios. We use the ZSim simulator (Sanchez and Kozyrakis 2013) to evaluate the DRAM cache design. The details of the simulation and application configurations are shown in Section 5.
The Effect of Application Memory Patterns
As each DRAM cache design has a different flow for tag and data accesses in addition to its block size, the latency and bandwidth of fast memory as well as slow memory can affect the DRAM cache differently. Alloy cache can reduce the fast memory hit latency and DRAM bandwidth consumption, but have higher miss rates due to the direct-mapped organization. In Unison cache, increasing block sizes can improve spatial locality, but have a higher cost for migrating data from the slow memory to the fast memory. Such migration consumes the limited bandwidth of the slow memory as well as that of the fast memory. Note that in the page-based Unison cache, when a miss occurs at the DRAM cache, the request is served for the CPU as soon as the requested 64B block arrives from the slow memory. After that, the rest of the page is transferred in the background from the slow memory to the DRAM cache.
In this section, we first show that application access patterns determine the best DRAM cache organization. Figure 2(a) and (b) present the normalized L3 miss handling time for all applications with the fastHBM-DDR and HBM-PCM configurations. Note that the L3 miss handling time is the latency from the L3 on-chip cache miss to the final return of the data either from the DRAM cache or backing memory. The latency encompasses the fast memory access time, and additional slow memory access time, if the access is a fast memory miss. Note that it is measured from the simulation by counting the number of cycles taken for every L3 miss handling.
In the figure, in addition to the three prior approaches (Alloy, LH, and Unison), the geomean bars show the per-application best configuration (ideal). For the geomean of the ideal performance, the best DRAM cache design is used for each application, and thus the shortest L3 miss handling time for each application from the three designs is averaged.
For the fastHBM-DDR configuration (a), the best fixed DRAM cache across all applications is Alloy cache, with the lowest average L3 miss handling time. LH and Unison caches have 11.5% and 41.7% higher latencies than Alloy cache for the hybrid memory. However, the ideal design by selecting the best one for each application can reduce the latency significantly from Alloy cache. The average miss handling time can be reduced by 10.9% with the ideal one, compared to Alloy cache. The figure shows that each application has a different preference for the best DRAM cache design.
The HBM-DDR configuration (b) also exhibits similar diversities for the effectiveness of the DRAM caches. In the configuration, the best fixed one across all applications is LH cache. However, with the ideal selection, the miss handling time can be reduced by 11.1% from LH cache. As shown in the results, even though the averaged latency may prefer one design, each application prefers a different DRAM cache design. To accommodate such diverse preferences for DRAM cache organizations, it is necessary to reconfigure DRAM caches dynamically for different access patterns.
The Effect of Diverse Hybrid Memory Organizations
In addition to the application patterns, the effectiveness of the DRAM cache designs can be affected by the characteristics of memory components. Figure 3 presents the DRAM cache hit rates and the geomean of the average L3 miss handling times for all applications with six hybrid scenarios. For the hit rates of the DRAM cache shown in Figure 3 (a), LH cache provides higher hit rates than Alloy with its improved associativity. LH cache improves the hit rates of Alloy by 7.5-14.2% for the five scenarios except for DDR-NAND(T). In addition, Unison cache further improves the hit rates significantly with a larger block size by its prefetching effect of fetching about 1KB for each fast memory miss.
However, the average L3 miss time results in Figure 3 (b) show that the hit rates alone do not reflect the actual performance of DRAM caches. Alloy with its single access for tag and data, outperforms the others for the first two configurations (fastHBM-DDR, HBM-DDR). Alloy improves the L3 miss handling time by 8.4-11.5% compared to LH cache, and 41.7-75.3% compared to Unison cache for the two scenarios. Although Unison has high hit rates for all the scenarios, its actual L3 miss handling time is the slowest for the first four scenarios, due to the wasted memory bandwidth consumption for migration.
In fastHBM-PCM, HBM-PCM, and DDR-PCM(T), LH provides the shortest L3 miss handling time with its improved hit rates. It reduces the L3 miss handling time of Alloy and Unison caches by 7.8-16.4% and 8.8-67.1%. Unison can reduce the average L3 miss handling time significantly for DDR-NAND(T). With the relatively slow flash memory as the backing memory, the high hit rates of Unison have strong positive effects on the final miss handling time, combined with the effect of the coarse-grained flash access efficiency.
As shown in this analysis, the performance of DRAM cache is not only dependent on the hit rates, but also on the hit latency and miss penalty, which are determined by the DRAM cache organization and fast/slow memory characteristics. The latency and bandwidth of both levels of memory can significantly affect the best cache design. The last bar in Figure 3 (b) is the ideal miss handling time when the per-application best design selection is used. The results confirm that across different hybrid scenarios, using the best DRAM cache design is necessary as the best design differs by both applications and hybrid configurations.
Case Analysis
In this section, we show how the effect of application patterns is combined with the different hybrid memory characteristics for the final performance of DRAM caches for a given hybrid configuration. Figure 4 presents the hit rates and IPCs (performance) for two hybrid configurations, fastHBM-DDR and fastHBM-PCM. The memory for the DRAM cache is fixed to fastHBM, while the backing memory is different between (a) and (b). For each hybrid configuration, the left graph shows the hit rates of four selected applications with Alloy and LH. The curve in the graph is the difference of hit rates between Alloy and LH. The right graph shows the corresponding performance in terms of instructions-per-cycle (IPC).
In the figures, the left hit rate graphs of both (a) and (b) are similar since they use the same fastHBM capacity as the DRAM cache. For the four applications, LH has higher hit rates and the hit rate differences for soplex and omnetpp are larger than those for gcc and roms. However, the actual performances differ between (a) and (b). When the backing memory is relatively fast DDR in (a), the high hit rate improvements by LH are not translated to the final performance. Instead, the short hit time of Alloy has stronger positive effects, leading to the better performance with Alloy. However, with PCM as the backing memory in (b), LH outperforms Alloy significantly with its high hit rates. The results indicate that even similar hit rates with a DRAM cache can have different impacts on the final performance, depending on the latency and available bandwidth of the hybrid memory components.
The second analysis shows how the spatial locality affects the effectiveness of the page-based Unison cache. Figure 5 (a) presents the decomposition of how much of a page is actually accessed in the DRAM cache once a chunk of 1KB data is brought in the Unison cache. In the figure, mummer and milc have low spatial localities, and in the majority of pages in the DRAM cache, only 1-4 64 blocks are actually accessed. However, for mttree and cactusADM, large portions of a page are accessed once they are brought into the DRAM cache with much higher spatial localities than mummer and milc. Figure 5 (b) shows the performance (IPCs) of the DRAM cache designs on fastHBM-DDR. As shown in the figure, when the spatial localities are high in mttree and cac-tusADM, the page-based Unison cache outperforms the other two designs, while Unison suffers severely for low-locality mummer and milc. The final analysis is how changes in memory access patterns affect different cache organizations. Figure 6 (a) shows the two phases of milc on fastHBM-DDR. This graph presents the IPC changes during the execution for Alloy and LH. The performance of LH in phase1 is slightly better, but Alloy outperforms in the latter phase. Figure 6(b) represents the performance changes of lbm running on HBM-DDR. Similarly, the type of cache that shows high performance varies across phase changes. Alloy shows higher performance in the first phase, but Unison has higher performance in the next phase. This experiment shows that even within an application, the preferred cache type is different depending on the memory access pattern.
This case analysis re-confirms that multiple factors affect which design is the best for given application behaviors and hybrid memory characteristics. These factors include the working set size and temporal/spatial locality of an application, and the latency and available bandwidths of the fast and slow memory components.
RECONFIGURABLE DRAM CACHE ARCHITECTURE

Overall Design
In DRAM caches, without any physical separation of tags and data in their storage, rows of DRAM can be used in any way the memory controller chooses to store tags and data. Using this flexibility, we propose a morphable DRAM cache (MDC). In this section, three morphable modes are presented: direct-mapped mode (MDC_DM), eight-way set-associative mode (MDC_8way), and fourway set-associative page mode (MDC_page). For each row of the fast memory (HBM or DDR4), tags and data are located to be reconfigurable among the three different mapping modes. Figure 7 presents the three tag and data layouts stored in a row.
MDC is periodically reconfigured based on the performance assessment under the current workload and hybrid configuration. To identify the best DRAM cache configuration, small subsets of DRAM cache sets are fixed to each of the three organizations. Based on the sampled measurement of each option, the DRAM cache controller reconfigures the DRAM cache. We discuss the sampling method in detail in Section 4.3. In this work, we organize the DRAM cache (whether it be HBM or DDR4) into 32 regions. Each region is a 32MB DRAM cache. Each region acts independently and can be morphed into a different scheme based on the performance results of the region. Figure 8 presents the overall architecture of MDC. The DRAM cache controller is extended to support three modes, by adding more states in the internal state for each access transaction. The required changes to the DRAM cache controller is relatively minor. An extra module is the MDC decision hardware, which consists of two components. First, it has a set of three MDC miss handling time registers for each region of DRAM cache. The registers aggregate the execution latencies for sampled accesses to each design. Second, it has a logic to reconfigure the DRAM cache at 32MB region granularity. The logic is responsible for writing back the modified data to the backing memory, if the data cannot be in the DRAM cache due to the mapping change during a reconfiguration process for a region.
Reconfigurable Tag and Data
In the MDC, the original three DRAM cache designs are modestly modified to enable reconfigurability. The modifications made to make the prior schemes configurable are shown in Table 3 . The schemes MDC_8way, MDC_DM, MDC_page are the schemes used in this work, which stem from the prior work as shown in the table.
Firstly, the original LH cache provides a 29-way associative DRAM cache. As the 29 tags of the same set are spread across three 64B blocks, it requires three DRAM accesses to check the tag in the worst case. In this work, we use an eight-way associative LH cache that always requires a single tag access, as our initial testing found that the 29-way LH cache tag lookup costs are too expensive. This mode is denoted as MDC_8way. Secondly, the original direct-mapped Alloy cache is designed to use 28 cache blocks per row in the 2KB buffer configuration. In this work, we use an 8KB buffer, and thus we increase the number of cache blocks to 112 blocks per row. This mode is denoted as MDC_DM. Thirdly, the original Unison cache is a page-based cache. A 8KB DRAM row is partitioned into two sets. Each set holds four ways, and the tags of the four way are stored at the beginning of the set, followed by four 960B data blocks. This work reduces the page size to 896B, which is 14 cache blocks, to make the amount of data stored in a row equivalent to the re-configurable Alloy and LH modes. This organization is denoted as MDC_page. Unifying the amount of cache blocks stored in each row allows consistent address indexing to all DRAM cache rows, regardless of the mapping scheme of each DRAM cache row.
In MDC, tags and data can be stored in the DRAM cache in three different ways. Figure 7 presents the tag and data mapping schemes in a row. Firstly, (a) represents MDC_8way where the row is divided into 14 sets, and within each set the eight tags are clustered together at the front of the set, followed by the eight corresponding data blocks. Such organization results in a eight-way setassociative organization. Secondly, (b) of Figure 7 represents MDC_DM where the tag and data are stored adjacently and form a direct-mapped cache. Finally, (c) depicts MDC_page mode where the row is divided into two sets, and each set begins with four tags followed by four 896B blocks of data. The MDC_page mode offers a four-way associative page sized DRAM cache.
To provide the proper lookup of cachelines in the presence of reconfigurable DRAM cache, the incoming address needs to be properly parsed to locate the corresponding cacheline across reconfigurations of the DRAM caches. Also, to minimize data movement between reconfigurations, the cache block placement must change as little as possible. In the following paragraphs, we discuss how the address bits are used to locate a cache block, and how the index bits change for a given cacheline across different mapping schemes.
Firstly, the address is split into two regions: the row addressing region, and the within-row addressing region. The row addressing region (row index) is hashed by a hash function, and the DRAM row is located from the outcome of the hash function. The within-row addressing region (within_row index), is the region of bits that are used to locate the cache block within a row. Unlike conventional caches, the number of sets within a row is not a power of two, and so the row index part and the within-row index part of the address cannot be partitioned in the bit level. In this work, a design invariant has been placed, where each row holds 112 cache blocks (64B) of cache data. Even for the page sized scheme where the page size is 896B, the total data size is 896B × 4 ways × 2 sets, which corresponds to 112 cache blocks. This invariant allows the within-row index portion to be a modulo of 112 excluding the lower six bits which is the cache block offset. Naturally the row index is the address divided by 112. The index calculation is shown in Equation (1).
within_row index = (address >> 6)%112, row index = (address >> 6)/112.
(1)
The three mapping schemes make use of the within row address which is in the range of [0, 112) in the following manner. Firstly, MDC_DM uses the entire value to index the 112 sets in a row of the direct mapped cache. Secondly, MDC_8way has 14 sets with 8 ways per set in a row.
Periodic Reconfiguration
For periodic reconfiguration, MDC manages the DRAM cache as 32 regions. DRAM rows are equally partitioned to each region, where the upper five bits of a valid physical address decide which region the address can be cached into. Each region is independently assessed to get the preference of DRAM cache organization based on the memory access characteristic. The sampling and decision making to enforce a certain configuration for each region is discussed in the Section 4.4. Figure 9 presents the region-oriented periodic reconfiguration process.
The reconfiguration from one mapping mode to another results in memory bandwidth being consumed by the DRAM cache. The region reconfigured is invalidated, and any dirty blocks or pages, depending on the mapping scheme before the reconfiguration, are written back to the backing memory. To limit the drop in system performance due to the writebacks, the DRAM cache is reconfigured by a region at a time. All the DRAM rows within a region are accessed, and the controller issues writebacks for any dirty blocks in each row.
The reconfiguration cost in terms of writeback data size and reconfiguration frequency needs to be low for our proposal to be effective. From our evaluation, we confirmed that the worst case reconfiguration cost was observed when running the mttree benchmark, writing back at most 13.4MB dirty cachelines from a DRAM cache region of 32MB. On average, each region performed writebacks of modest 423KB data. Furthermore, some benchmarks resulted in zero writebacks when reconfiguring.
The writeback cost may seem high, however, after the initial reconfiguration to the optimal mapping scheme, most benchmarks did not perform any additional reconfiguration. There were some benchmarks that performed another reconfiguration, however this was due to the application phase change, and resulted in better MDC performance by the reconfiguration. Therefore, there is some reconfiguration cost. However, once the optimal mapping for an application is found, additional reconfiguration costs are minor. Also, on program phase changes, MDC detects the phase change and transitions to a better mapping scheme for the new phase. In Section 6.1, we discuss additional optimizations to reduce writebacks across reconfigurations.
Sampling Mechanism
As shown in Section 3.2, each workload has a different optimal configuration for a hybrid memory organization. The optimal configuration may also change depending on execution phase during runtime. Thus, the reconfiguration decision needs to be made by inspecting the MDC performance of three MDC mapping schemes at runtime. To apply a preferred configuration in a fine-grained manner, MDC inspects the performance of configuration by region.
We assign a small portion of DRAM rows of a region to three sampling sets: MDC_DM, MDC_8way, and MDC_page schemes. In this work, we allocated 1/128 rows for each sampling scheme. In total, 3/128 rows of each region are used to sample the performance of each scheme at runtime. These sampling rows are mapped in their individual schemes, and also serve as part of the DRAM cache. As all data blocks map to a single unique row, regardless of the mapping scheme of the row, having sampling rows with different mapping schemes within a region is allowed in MDC.
Sampling a small fixed subset of the total cache sets was proposed and extensively used by the prior set-sampling techniques (Qureshi et al. 2008) . The prior work showed that even if a small fixed subset of the total sets are sampled, the access behaviors of the sampled sets accurately represent the behaviors of the entire cache. The rationale behind the cache set-sampling is that the mapping between the virtual address to the cache set is in general random, and thus sampled sets can represent the behaviors of the entire cache due to the uniform random set behaviors. In the prior study, only 32 sampled sets were shown to be good enough for representing thousands of sets, with a statistical analysis. We apply the same principle of the cache set sampling to the MDC selection mechanism.
During the sampling period, MDC measures the average request handling latency values for each sampling section, as a hit rate alone is not a proper metric for selecting the best mode. One of the key mechanisms for accurate sampling of the request handling latency is the bandwidth isolation for accesses to sampled rows, since the bandwidth consumption by the normal rows can affect the latencies for the sampled rows. For accurate assessment of sampled rows, MDC isolates the bandwidth for sampled rows from the other rows. We implement a memory bandwidth partitioning mechanism similar to the fair queuing memory system (Nesbit et al. 2006 ). However, we only use the static partitioning mechanism to ensure that the sampling rows are not negatively affected by the other rows. The fair queuing scheduling algorithm updates the private virtual clock per thread through the calculations of virtual start and finish time. When a thread shares the memory bandwidth in a system of Q threads, it will have 1/Q bandwidth to be fair. Similar to this approach, in this work, we assign virtual times to rows instead of threads. 1/128 of the memory bandwidth is allocated for the sampled rows of each mode. The rest of normal rows can utilize 125/128 of the DRAM cache and slow memory bandwidth.
At the end of the sampling phase, which is 10M cycles in this work, the controller chooses an appropriate policy for each region. By comparing the average request handling latencies of the three schemes, it selects the best policy for each region.
Required HW Changes
To support the reconfigurable DRAM cache, three components must be modified or added. Firstly, the states of the DRAM cache controller must be extended to represent necessary state transitions for three modes. Figure 10 shows the simplified state transitions for three modes. The original DRAM cache controller of each mode needs to represent only one flow, but the MDC controller can provide three flows. Secondly, the miss handling times must be tracked for sampled accesses. For each region of the DRAM cache, a set of three registers are added to aggregate the handling time for a sampling period. However, the extra storage for the registers is relatively minor, with 32 × 3 × 4B = 384B extra SRAM storage for 32 regions. Finally, another extra logic component is for flushing the modified data during a reconfiguration step of a region. The flushing logic sweeps through the DRAM cache sets of the region, and flushes the modified data to the backing memory.
Although optimizations for each DRAM cache organization are not essential for reconfiguration, MDC includes a subset of the optimizations used by the prior three approaches. MDC uses the MAP-I optimization of Alloy, and the storage overhead for MAP-I is 3.5KB (256 entries × 3-bit × 36 cores). For the footprint prediction and way prediction from Unison, MDC uses 16K footprint history table entries (144KB storage overhead) and 1KB storage for way prediction. Note that those extra structures for optimizations are shared by all 32 regions, and they are not replicated for each region.
EVALUATION 5.1 Methodology
We simulated our reconfigurable DRAM cache on an execution-driven simulator based on ZSim (Sanchez and Kozyrakis 2013) . It models a 36-core processor and its cache architectures with the heterogeneous memory system, as shown in Table 4 . Each core has 32KB L1 caches, and a 256KB 8-way L2 private cache. All cores share a 36MB 16-way set-associative L3 cache and 1GB DRAM cache. The processor model is similar to the one used in the prior study (Tsai et al. 2017) . We organized six types of hybrid memory architectures (fastHBM-DDR, HBM-DDR, fastHBM-PCM, HBM-PCM, HBM-PCM, DDR-PCM (T), and DDR-NAND (T)) to investigate the effects of different memory characteristics such as bandwidth, latency, and capacity (as discussed in Section 2.2). To model DRAM cache and memory, we use two separately configured memory models from DRAMSim2 (Rosenfeld et al. 2011) , and they are integrated into ZSim to model fastHBM, HBM, DRAM, PCM, and NAND.
Our reconfigurable architecture is modeled with the morphable DRAM cache mechanism with a dynamic selection. We compare the proposed MDC performance with diverse schemes based on the prior approaches (Alloy, LH, and Unison Cache). The three prior techniques include the optimizations discussed in Table 1 . Additionally, Unison allows bypassing the DRAM cache and directly forwards a block to the L3 cache when only a single block is used in a page, but the (Albayraktaroglu et al. 2005) , and TailBench (Kasture and Sánchez 2016) with large memory footprints. Our workloads are shown in Table 5 . We executed 36 copies of each workload for 36B cycles with fast-forwarding 20B instructions. In addition to the runs with the same application in all cores, we evaluate eight mixed runs as shown in Table 6 .
Evaluation Results
In the evaluation results, we first present the average performance for six hybrid scenarios, and show the performance of each individual application. In addition to the single application runs, the mixed runs are presented. Figure 11 (a) presents the average L3 miss handling time for six hybrid memory scenarios. As shown in the figure, the proposed morphable cache can provide the shortest miss handling time compared to the previous DRAM cache organizations. For fastHBM-DDR and HBM-DDR, MDC can reduce the latency by 7.4% from Alloy cache, which is the best organization for the three scenarios. For fastHBM-PCM, HBM-PCM, and DDR-PCM (t), MDC can reduce the latency by 10.7% from LH cache. For DDR-NAND (t), MDC can provide latencies similar to those with Unison cache. For the first two scenarios, MDC can provide shorter latencies even compared to the best configuration (Alloy cache), since its dynamic reconfiguration can select the best configuration for different applications. With the geomean across the six scenarios, MDC can reduce the miss handling time by 26.3%, 25.1%, and 30.8%, compared to Alloy, LH, and Unison caches, respectively. 
L3 Miss Handling Time:
Name
Workloads in mix mix1
{soplex
{lbm-tiger-libquantum-mummer} ×9 mix8
{soplex-GemsFDTD-gcc-astar} ×9 Fig. 11 . Normalized L3 miss handling times and IPCs with six hybrid memory scenarios.
Instruction Throughput: Figure 11 (b) presents the IPCs normalized to those with Alloy cache. This final IPC result includes the effect of reconfiguration overheads. Even with the overhead for flushing the DRAM cache for reconfiguration, MDC outperforms or provides similar performance to the best configuration for each scenario. Across all six scenarios, MDC can outperform Alloy, LH, and Unison caches by 20.1%, 17.6%, and 28.5%, respectively. For fastHBM-DDR and HBM-DDR, MDC slightly outperforms even the best configuration (Alloy) since MDC can choose the best cache mode for each application as will be shown in the next result. Even within an application run, MDC can adapt to phase changes. The next detailed results will discuss the per-application performance.
Detailed Results: Figure 12 presents the detailed normalized IPCs for all the applications with the six hybrid configurations. As shown in Figure 12 , MDC can select the best organization for different applications. For example, Alloy cache is the best one for omnetpp and tiger with (b) HBM-DDR, and MDC provides close performance to Alloy even with the reconfiguration overheads. With (d) HBM-PCM, Unison is the best one for gemsFDTD and roms, and MDC matches the best performance. For all applications with the six scenarios, MDC can select the best configuration for each application accurately, and in addition, its reconfiguration overhead is small. As shown in libquantum with (a) fastHBM-DDR, MDC can outperform the best configuration (Unison cache). This is due to the phase change occurring during the execution. Figure 13 presents the two phases of libquantum. The x-axis is the timeline and the y-axis is the normalized IPC. Note that Unison is not shown in the figure, as the presented two modes (Alloy and LH) outperform Unison for libquantum. As shown in the figure, the two phases show different IPC trends. In each phase, MDC shows an IPC curve that is similar to the better performing mode.
Mixed Applications:
In addition to single application setups, we evaluate mixes of workloads with different preferences. Table 6 presents the list of mixes we evaluate in this section. The application mixes are selected to combine applications with different cache preferences, although the preference can also change by hybrid memory configurations. Figure 14 shows the normalized IPCs for eight mix workload scenarios with fastHBM-DDR and HBM-PCM. As shown in the figure, MDC can find the configuration for the mixed workload setup. The multi-programmed application setups pose more difficult challenges than the single application runs, since different workloads prefer different DRAM cache policies. However, as shown in Figure 14 , MDC still improves performance over three fixed DRAM caches by 5.5-29.7% with fastHBM-DDR and 7.1-16.3% with HBM-PCM.
Sampling Accuracy: Figure 15 shows the mean error rates of the sampled decision for six hybrid memory systems. The error rate is defined as the ratio of the incorrect decision compared to the static best configuration found by an offline analysis. The geomeans of the decision error rates are 0.32%-3.69%. However, some workloads show more than 10% errors, such as milc (15.5%) and xalancbmk (13.2%) with fastHBM-DDR, and milc (12.6%) and mcf (11.7%) with HBM-PCM. In these cases, the decisions are mispredicted because the L3 miss handling times between two policies are similar. However, there was no significant performance decrease by the misprediction, because the difference in miss handling times between two policies is small anyway.
OPTIMIZATION OPPORTUNITIES
In this section, we first discuss how to retain data in the DRAM cache across a reconfiguration step if the DRAM internal mechanism provides flexible data path from/to row buffers. Secondly, we discuss how the OS awareness of the morphable DRAM cache can make MDC more effective in multi-programmed workloads.
Retaining Data During Reconfiguration
In the prior sections, we assume that only the DRAM cache controller is modified without any change in DRAM architectures. However, if the internal operation of DRAM can be modestly modified, reconfiguration can be further optimized by intra-row data transfers. There are three optimizations to retain cached data within a DRAM cache row when transitioning from one mode to another.
Firstly, when transitioning from a block-based mapping to a page-based mapping, valid bitmaps can be used to support a partially filled page. If there are opportunities where a subset of blocks of a page exist in a row when transitioning, these blocks can be relocated into the page within the same row for the page-based mapping. Then, valid bitmaps for the page in the tag section (the MDC_page has 32B extra space at the tag per set; refer to Figure 7) are set for the resident blocks. On an access to the page, the bitmap is consulted to check if the block is resident or not. For partially filled pages, any future access triggers that the missing blocks are filled to complete the page in the DRAM cache.
Secondly, if the DRAM cache provides functionality to efficiently rearrange data blocks by moving data to different locations within the same row, part of the DRAM row can be reused after a reconfiguration. When such functionality is available, the transitions from MDC_8way/MDC_page to MDC_DM or from MDC_page to MDC_8way can keep blocks in the same row after a reconfiguration step. We use the MDC_page to MDC_DM transition case as an example, but the MDC_8way to MDC_DM and MDC_page to MDC_8way transitions are similar in principle. Figure 16 represents the case where a MDC_page row is reconfigured into MDC_DM mode. MDC_page is a four-way set associative page cache with two sets in the row. The set boundaries of the MDC_page is represented by the dashed lines in the figure. There are four pages of 14 cache blocks that can be mapped into the direct mapped MDC_DM cache. As the internal blocks of a page are contiguous, they are mapped to adjacent tag and data blocks of the MDC_DM mode. This optimization relocates the tag and data to match the layout of the new MDC_DM mode. However, the address mappings of the old and new modes are not equal; a subset of blocks can be evicted, if the address mappings have conflicts. In the figure, the blocks in Page 4 are dropped due to the mapping conflicts. When such a conflict occurs, victims are selected by their LRU priority.
Thirdly, a support for non-contiguous column access to a row can retain data within a row for the reconfiguration from MDC_DM to MDC_8way. This support requires changes in DRAM to allow a column read/write burst to access non-contiguous bits in a row. For this optimization, MDC_DM and MDC_8way are reorganized so that all tags are clustered to the front of the row. In MDC_DM mode, the non-contiguous column access can retrieve the tag and data in a single burst. As a related approach with practical implementation, the DRAM cache in Intel Knights Landing stores tags in ECC for parallel access to tags and data (Sodani et al. 2016 ). In the design, the stacked DRAM has additional lanes for ECC, and the tag in ECC lanes and data can be read at the same time. Figure 17 illustrates a transition from MDC_DM to MDC_8way, with the support. As shown in the figure, MDC_DM mapping is directly transformed into MDC_8way mapping without actual data movement within a row.
To show the effectiveness of the within-row reconfiguration, we measure the potential writeback reduction by the optimization. Figure 18 presents the normalized writebacks caused by flush operations during a reconfiguration. As shown in Figure 18 , the optimization achieves a significant writeback reduction compared to MDC by 93.6% on average. Although MDC does not require frequent reconfiguration, the reconfiguration can cause a temporary performance degradation due to the writebacks generated by the reconfiguration. The reduced writeback traffic of MDC_opt can almost eliminate the reconfiguration overhead. The lower reconfiguration cost can enable fine-grained reconfigurations, and thus it can better cope with rapid phase changes. Further investigating the optimization will be our future work.
OS Awareness
OS can make use of multiple regions, 32 in this work, to maximize the system performance by mapping applications of similar behavior to the same regions. If OS can recognize similar memory behaviors, or if the user specifies similarities among executed programs, OS can allocate physical memory based on the DRAM cache region, so that each region serves applications with similar memory behaviors. Each region will then find the best DRAM cache configuration for the applications mapped to the region, offering the best DRAM cache performance to the applications. Such region-aware placement can provide better performance improvement and isolation among applications or virtual machines in consolidated systems.
RELATED WORK
With the increasing importance of data-intensive workloads and memory heterogeneity due to the advent of new memory technologies, there have been several studies of how to use fast and high bandwidth memory more efficiently on hybrid memory systems.
Hardware-Based Hybrid Memory:
In HW-based hybrid memory, a HW controller tracks data mapping across heterogeneous memory components, and quickly migrates critical data to fast memory. The prior studies proposed one of two main uses of fast memory: DRAM cache or part of memory. The main challenge for using fast memory as such DRAM cache is reducing tag area overhead and tag access latency. Alloy (Qureshi and Loh 2012), LH (Loh and Hill 2011), Footprint (Jevdjic et al. 2013) , and Unison (Jevdjic et al. 2014 ) caches proposed optimized cache structures and mechanisms with different block sizes and associativities. Tagless cache (Lee et al. 2015) has no extra tags to eliminate its overheads for tag lookups, by storing the mapping information in TLBs. However, it requires HW/SW modifications and can migrate at page granularity.
Using fast memory as a part of main memory has the benefit of increasing available memory capacity (Chou et al. 2014; Sim et al. 2014) . However, migrations based on hot/cold page detection incur more bandwidth consumption since pages need to be swapped between the different memories, while DRAM caches write-back only dirty blocks. In the HW-based part of memory approaches, simple restricted address remapping is employed to avoid increasing HW complexity. CAMEO (Chou et al. 2014) and PoM (Sim et al. 2014 ) proposed a simple address remapping mechanism constructing groups of fast and slow memory segments at a ratio of 1:n. This mapping restriction can offer fast address translation for physical address to actual memory address and reduce the overhead for the remapping table, although it can cause conflict misses.
Software-Based Hybrid Memory:
For SW-based hybrid memory, OS uses the memory management mechanism based on virtual memory. The granularity of SW hybrid memory inherits the page granularity used by the virtual memory. Using virtual memory for hybrid memory mapping can cause overheads involving interrupt handler invocation, page table update, and TLB flush. Nonetheless, such software-based hybrid memory has become a practical approach since it can be applicable to modern systems without any HW modification. Meswani et al. proposed heterogeneous memory architecture (HMA) (Meswani et al. 2015) for hybrid memory with die-stacked and off-chip memories. They placed fast and slow memory to a single flat memory space, and investigated an adaptive migration algorithm using history-based or first touch promotion schemes.
